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SOCIAL MEDIA’S RADICAL FRINGE INCITING POTENTIAL
VIOLENCE IN WASHINGTON, D.C.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Washington, D.C. (January 5, 2021): The Coalition for a Safer Web (CSW)
(www.coalitionsw.org) – a non-partisan, not-for-profit organization based in
Washington, D.C., New York, London & Paris disclosed today the growing role
extremist right wing fringe social media platforms are serving as the new “digital
super highways” to incite hate and violence in Washington, D.C. on January 5 and 6
by radicalized supporters of President Trump.
As reported in the Washington Post on January 1 and in the Washington Post on
January 5, CSW’s contributed research (also shared with law enforcement authorities)
demonstrates the pernicious and growing role that extremist right wing web and
image site forums to organize, recruit, incite, and stoke violence in the run up to
tomorrow’s Congressional approval of state Electoral College certifications.
For example, the Washington Post’s January 5 article stated:
References to guns and potential violence also have become routine on Telegram and Parler, according to
the Coalition for a Safer Web, a nonprofit group that advocates for technologies and policies to remove
extreme content from social media. It cited a Parler post from last week, by an account touting the
QAnon conspiracy theory, that said, “To all the Patriots descending on Washington DC on #jan6 ....come
armed....” Citing research conducted by CSW Senior Vice President for Content Moderation Eric
Feinberg.

The incitement to violence in Washington is primarily occurring on QAnon Telegram
and Parler accounts which have migrated from Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter as
well as a relatively new website hosted directly by Trump affiliated election and
PAC groups known as “thedonald.win.”
Thedonald.win had more than 18 million visits in November, and the most recent
January posts with calls to violence from more than 40,000 engagements – the
majority of which originate from QAnon crackpot conspiracists. It serves as the
digital megaphone from President Trump and the Trump official orbit to his more
extremist support base.
These posts have boomeranged as digital bait across other far right social media
platforms, community chat rooms and image boards, including Parler, Gab,
Telegram, 4chan, 8kun, Reddit, Discord, the Gateway Pundit, and other extremist
web forums -- collectively representing the “high tech hate network.” Trumpsupporter “urban militias” such as the Proud Boys, the Three Percenters, Oath
Keepers, and so-called “accelerationist” paramilitary domestic terrorist groups, such
as the Boogaloo Bois, The Base, and Atomwaffen Division are freely congregating on
these platforms.
Unlike the relatively loose content moderation undertaken by mainstream social
media platforms to shut down violence-inciting accounts these fringe social media
groups have no content moderation guard rails, and their users find them to be force
multipliers to further incite and radicalize, as well as to recruit.
Amb. Marc Ginsberg, President of the Coalition for a Safer Web stated:
This week’s Washington protests are inflamed by incitement and
calls to violence originating from the unmoderated and unaccountable radical fringe social media ecosystem and their internet
business enablers. They are our era’s equivalent of the dangerous unregulated
anti-Semitic & fascist media outlets of 1930’s.
Until Congress ends the blanket immunity accorded social media groups under
Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act, this network of hate will
prosper as a direct threat of the public safety of all Americans.”
Posted below are three representative examples of calls on Parler in recent days
urging violence to protest the election, as well as against Vice President-Elect Biden
and Chief Justice Roberts.
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